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*Jaisy Kim* is a 3L at Berkeley Law who is interested in diverse fields of law. While at Berkeley she was a co-leader of Military and Veterans at Berkeley Law, and a member of the Veterans Law Practicum in Berkeley. She is currently the co-leader of the Berkeley Korea Law Center. Outside of law school, Jaisy has interned at the Military Justice division at 1st Armored Division, Fort Bliss, TX and with the I Corps Office of the Staff Judge Advocate, Joint Base Lewis-McChord, WA. Upon graduation Jaisy will commission as an active-duty Army JAG Officer and will move to her next duty station.

For her Miller Fellowship, Jaisy will work with Professor John Yoo on a project focused on the Japan-Korea dispute over Dokdo and the 1965 Normalization Agreements. This project will analyze the historical context surrounding the Dokdo territorial disputes, and deep research on national telegrams and letters impacting U.S. foreign policy decisions and the law of treaties.